Model of academic publications and communications report generated on the basis of ORBi in view of the evaluation of ULg based individual or team dossiers

**Model B**

Validated by:
- The Institute for Human and Social Sciences (ISHS),
- HEC Management School-ULg (HEC)

* = Rubric specifications always mentioned in the report, even if no reference is present.

++++++++++++++

**Theses and Dissertations**
- Post doctoral thesis
- Doctoral thesis
- Master dissertations

**Publications**

1) *Books*
   - Written alone
   - Written in collaboration
   - Direction and/or edition of collective works

2) Articles in scientific journals
   - *With peer reviewing*
     - With international audience
     - With national audience
   - Without peer reviewing
     - With internationale audience
     - With national audience

3) *Chapters in collective works* (including proceedings published in collective works)

4) Book reviews

5) Prefaces, postfaces, glossaries
6) Reports
   Expert reports
   *External research reports
   *Internal research reports
   Other reports

7) Books translations

8) Learning materials

9) Computer developments
   Textual, factual or bibliographical databases
   Softwares
   Others

Communications
   Symposia and conferences with international audience
   On request
   On personal proposal
   Symposia and conferences with national audience
   Scientific conferences at universities or research centers
   Posters

Miscellaneous
   Articles for general public
   Conferences for general public
   Miscellaneous